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Absolute 50 Fly
Boat Type: Flybridge

OVERVIEW

SUCCESS, BEYOND THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOALS

With an excellent balance between size and functionality, as well as a large availability of room devised to foster

comfort, Absolute 50 Fly – the Absolute Achievement – captures the essence of our ambition: offering amazing size,

maximum comfort, and absolute livability. This dynamic and innovative yacht is decidedly captivating in the shapes,

combinations of colors, materials, and finishing touches.The lines of the exteriors highlight the wide uninterrupted

windows—obtained thanks to the reduction of the typical“sword”—and the windows of the cabins below deck, which

are similarly without pillars.Relaxation outdoors is assured by a comfortable and versatile aft cockpit, which can be

directly connected to the galley, where the sofa easily turns into a sun lounger. The Fly area, among the largest in

the range, offers a table surrounded by a sofa, a full kitchen area, and a double steering position with another

comfortable sun lounger.The third sunbathing area is located at the bow, easily accessible through a pleasant and

well-protected walkway.

 



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Absolute Boat Type: Flybridge

Model: 50 Fly Hull Material:

Hull Type: Category: Power

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 50.00 ft Draft - max: -

LOA: 49 ft 10 in - 15.19 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 14 ft 2 in - 4.32 meter Dry Weight: -

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 422 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 126 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

SPACES ENGINEERING: DESIGN IN MOTION

The design and the new lines of chromatic contrast characterize the interiors of the main deck that appear to be

bright and finely furnished. On the left side of the entrance, the galley is equipped with practical worktops in fine

materials that can be separated from the rest of the living room thanks to elegant electric sliding glass. The furniture

in front of this area has been redesigned to offer new stowage spaces and comfortable support surfaces.

Furthermore, large sofas, furnishings, new air conditioning systems, and the entertainment area contribute to making

the onboard experience truly immersive.The steering position, ergonomic and well equipped, has a side door, which

turns to be particularly helpful when maneuvering, and an switchboard for immediate access.

ELEGANCE AND EXCLUSIVITY FOR AN ABSOLUTE NAVIGATION EXPERIENCE

Located in the center of the boat, on the lower deck, the full-beam master cabin is very spacious, refined with

elegant color combinations, and equipped with roomy cabinets and many stowage spaces. It offers an incredible

view of the sea thanks to two side windows without pillars. The en-suite head is enriched with new coating materials

and raw materials of great value.The VIP cabin also covers the whole width of the boat. It is comfortable and bright

and its ensuite head has double access both from the inside and from the hallway. Finally, the third guest cabin has

two berths and a walk-in closet, and the aft crew cabin can be easily used for extra guests.
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